Many proteins, including cell-surface receptors, extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and intracellular signalling systems, are constructed from a relatively small number of domains or modules. Modularity provides biological systems with a convenient way of presenting binding sites on a stable protein scaffold, in the correct position for function; it also allows regulation by module rearrangement. Knowledge about modular proteins is increasing rapidly because of good databases and more systematic approaches to protein expression and structure determination. There have been a number of important recent structures of modular proteins at the cell surface, including the low-density-lipoprotein receptor, epidermal growth factor receptor and an integrin. These and other studies show how the main task of structural biology has moved from determination of module structures to the task of assessing how modular proteins are regulated and how they bind their various ligands. These aspects are illustrated here by recent studies of modular proteins carried out in our laboratory and elsewhere. Examples will include studies of ECM proteins, such as fibronectin, and proteins associated with focal adhesion complexes that involve fibronectin, integrins and various intracellular modular proteins, such as focal adhesion kinase, Src family kinases, talin and paxillin.
Introduction
Biological systems are complex and there is, currently, an unprecedented amount of emerging data. A tempting goal therefore is to seek general rules and simplifications. The simplification I will focus on here is the observation that proteins are made up from surprisingly few [1] structural units, domains or modules 2 . There is little doubt that thinking of proteins in terms of modular units has been helpful, not only in the analysis and annotation of genomic data, but also in terms of structural analysis. I will focus here on some modular systems of personal interest, trying to illustrate how the individual module structures can be placed in context of the proteins in which they are found and the functional complexes they form.
Modules
Although relatively few three-dimensional structures were then known, it was already recognized in the early 1970s that proteins contain recurring domains [2] . In the 1980s, analysis of the growing amino-acid sequence data revealed that many proteins were constructed in a modular fashion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . By the 1990s, the idea of modular proteins was well established and efforts to classify modules and to evaluate their structure and function had begun [9] [10] [11] [12] . Today, extensive databases of modules, identified by multiple sequence alignments and other data, have been created and are being continuously updated and annotated [13] . The number of protein modules is finite (several thousand) and they range in size from approximately 25 to 500 amino acids. Since modules occur in most of the proteins in the various genomes, information about their structure and potential functions can have an impact on a wide range of fields. An illustration of the diversity and spread of modular proteins is given by an analysis of the entire Caenorhabditis elegans genome, in terms of extracellular modular proteins [14] .
Module structure
Modules represent convenient and stable protein scaffolds that have been retained during biological evolution. This scaffold is the stable evolutionary entity; other features, such as the nature of the binding surface and the ways in which the modules are assembled, can evolve and change relatively rapidly to provide a range of functions. The current status is that about half of the identified modules have a known structure [15] . Determining the structure of all modules of unknown structure is an attractive target for structural 2 Nomenclature footnote: definitions used here are that a domain is a compact structural unit in a protein; the amino acid sequence need not be contiguous. Modules are a subset of domains; they are contiguous in sequence, and are repeatedly used as 'building blocks' in functionally diverse proteins; they have identifiable amino acid patterns that can be described by a consensus sequence. A repeat is a sequence unit that does not occur as a single copy; several repeats are needed to form a superstructure (see e.g. [12] ).
genomics projects [16] , but the ways in which biological systems use modules in various contexts is the topic of this brief review.
Module usage
Once biology has 'found' a convenient module, it can be used in a variety of ways [17] . One of the main uses of modules seems to be to provide a binding surface to facilitate interactions among a wide range of macromolecules. New modules can be inserted into proteins readily and they are sometimes used as spacers to present a binding function in the right position. Modular proteins seem to facilitate the construction of large dynamic complexes that assemble and disassemble. Some connections between modules are found to be relatively rigid while, in other cases, the interface is highly flexible. Flexible connections seem to be useful in assembling some modular complexes and they are of particular importance in cases where function is regulated by module rearrangement. Generally, although there are exceptions, the conformation of individual modules does not change significantly in different states, although the protein as a whole may undergo large shape changes. Some examples of these aspects of module usage will be given here.
Modular proteins at the cell surface
I will briefly outline some studies of module structure and function, concentrating mainly on proteins found near the cell surface. These include various membrane-spanning receptors, proteins in the extracellular matrix (ECM), and some proteins closely associated with the cytoplasmic face of the cell membrane. Clearly, this is a vast subject with numerous books and reviews written on various aspects. Examples of extracellular assemblies formed by modular proteins include growth factor/receptor signalling complexes, for example erythropoietin [18] , and T-cell receptor complexes [17, 19] . It has become established that these complexes have considerable plasticity, yet they must be assembled precisely before signalling is initiated [18, 19] . Intracellular examples include focal adhesion complexes that form as cells migrate [20] , as well various other well-known signalling assemblies that involve cascades of interacting proteins. My aim here is merely to highlight some of the general features and recent results.
Extracellular regions of cell-surface receptors
Structural knowledge about cell-surface receptors has advanced considerably in recent years. Three recent structure determinations of extracellular receptor ectodomains illustrate the way activity can be regulated in modular proteins.
The LDL (low-density lipoprotein) receptor was one of the first proteins recognized to have a modular construction from sequence analysis ( [5] ; Figure 1A ). It controls cholesterol levels by a process called receptor-mediated endocytosis. On binding LDL it associates with clathrin-coated pits and is internalized in acidic endosomes, where the LDL dissociates.
The LDL is degraded, but the receptor returns to the cell surface. The recent X-ray structure of the extracellular region of the receptor suggests a mechanism that facilitates dissociation of the ligand in the low-pH medium of the endosome [21] . The structure, solved at pH 5.3, showed that the β-propeller domain associates with the fourth and fifth LDLa binding modules, i.e. the modules that are implicated in binding LDL. This intramolecular association could be facilitated by an ionic interaction induced when histidine residues on a face of the β-propeller region become positively charged at low pH. Low pH would also favour dissociation of Ca 2+ ions from some of the numerous calcium-binding sites on the LDLa and EGF (epidermal growth factor) modules; this is expected to reduce the rigidity of these structures, which are normally stabilized by calcium [22] .
The EGF receptor is a tyrosine kinase that mediates many cellular responses, both in normal and pathogenic states. Recent structural studies of the EGF receptor have revealed how the modular extracellular domain can be induced, by ligand binding, to rearrange and dimerize (see Figure 1B ; reviewed in [23] ). In the X-ray structures of complexes with EGF and transforming growth factor-α (TGF-α), a loop in one of the furin domains becomes entwined in the furin structure of its furin neighbour in the dimer. This is an example of a conformational change as well as a rearrangement, although the furin consensus structure remains essentially the same. Interestingly, the structure of the EGF module, first determined about 15 years ago [24, 25] , allowed speculation about some of the EGF residues that might interact with the receptor. Hindsight shows that interactions with one of the Ldom modules, the lower one shown in Figure 1(B), were predicted correctly, but interactions with the upper Ldom module were not.
Integrins are essential cell-adhesion receptors that have the unusual property of signalling both 'outside-to-in' and 'inside-to-out' [26] . Knowledge of this signalling process has advanced significantly in the last year or two, as a result of several key structural papers (reviewed in [26] [27] [28] ). When inactive, integrins are bent towards the membrane surface and the two cytoplasmic tails are close to each other. On activation, integrins straighten up and the cytoplasmic regions separate (see Figure 1C ). Most of these extracellular changes are brought about by module rearrangement, although a conformational change in the von Willebrand A module in the β-subunit is important [28] (see also 'The cytoplasmic face' subsection below).
Proteins in the ECM
ECM proteins are large and multifunctional [29] ; they emerged relatively recently in evolution, with the development of multicellular organisms. Most of them are constructed in a modular fashion and the intron-exon boundaries largely correspond to module boundaries [7] . Considerable progress has been made in our understanding, not only about the individual module structures, but also about the ways in which the modules are put together to interact with their biological ligands. As an example, I briefly review the status of [4, 19] : this consists (starting from the domain furthest from the membrane) of seven LDLa modules (annotated on the Figure) , two EGF modules, a six-bladed β-propeller structure and another EGF module, followed by a membrane-spanning region and a flexible cytoplasmic tail. At low pH, in the endosome, the fourth and fifth LDLa modules interact with the β-propeller and the LDL ligand is displaced. (B) The EGF receptor [21] consists of a repeated Ldom module, a furin module pair, a membrane-spanning region and an intracellular tyrosine kinase module. On binding EGF, the modules rearrange and dimerize, using a loop region of one of the furin modules (marked by *). (C) Integrin αIIvβ3 is a heterodimer with α and β chains [24] [25] [26] . The α chain contains a seven-bladed β-propeller, a 'thigh' module and two 'calf' modules followed by a membrane-spanning helix and a short cytoplasmic tail. The β chain sequence runs from a PSI module, through part of a hybrid domain, a von Willebrand A module, the remainder of the hybrid domain followed by four EGF-like domains, a βTD module, a membrane-spanning helix and a cytoplasmic tail that is somewhat longer than the α tail. [Since the hybrid domain is not contiguous it is not, strictly, a module; see the Nomenclature footnote (footnote 2) on the first page of this article.] In the extracellular spaces, collagen is the main structural component while, inside the cell, actin filaments play a major role. The linking of these two networks is achieved in various ways, including the one illustrated, where the ECM protein fibronectin binds both to collagen and to extracellular receptors such as integrins and syndecan. Inside the cell, actin is linked to integrins in a 'focal adhesion complex' made up of proteins like FAK, Src family kinases, talin and paxillin. Src contains an SH3 module ( ), an SH2 module ( ) and a tyrosine kinase module ( ), FAK also has a tyrosine kinase module, as well as a FERM domain ( ), consisting of three modules F1, F2 and F3, and a FAT ( ) domain. Talin has a FERM domain and a long rod-like component. Fibronectin has three main module types: FI ( ), FII ( ) and FIII ( ).
knowledge about fibronectin, one of the first ECM proteins to be identified as a modular protein [6] .
Fibronectin is a large glycosylated protein (>500 kDa) found both in the ECM and in plasma [30] 14 FIII region binds heparin. The modular structure and some of the binding functions of fibronectin are illustrated in Figure 2 .
One of many interesting features of fibronectin is that it is more active in binding to integrins when it is in the ECM than when it is in plasma. Various hydrodynamic and other studies have suggested that this is because it is in a compact 'pretzel' form in plasma, and an extended form in the matrix (see e.g. [31] ). An ability to change shape like this requires considerable intermodule flexibility.
Some regions appear to use both flexible and rigid intermodule interfaces. Consider the N-terminal region, made up of the first five FI modules. This region binds the clotting protein, fibrin, and several pathogenic bacteria. Studies of the 1 FI.
2 FI pair showed no intermodule restriction [32] whereas the 4 FI. 5 FI pair has been shown to have a well-defined interface and an extended structure [33] . The solution properties of these module pairs have been extensively studied by NMR, which is a good method for studying intermodule flexibility. For example the motional anisotropy of the 1 FI. 2 FI pair, determined by analysis of relaxation times, is similar to that expected for 1 FI alone, whereas the motional anisotropy of the relatively rigid 4 FI. 5 FI pair is much higher. Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes, two important human pathogens, exploit host fibronectin, both to adhere to and invade host cells. This is achieved by fibronectin-binding proteins, anchored in the bacterial cell wall. These binding proteins have recognizable amino acid repeat structures that are conserved in various pathogens, but appear to be largely unfolded until they bind to fibronectin. A recent structure of a bacterial peptide 1 FI. 2 FI pair complex has been solved [34] . The bacterial peptides form a new β-strand that bridges the two FI modules. This 'zipper' complex is much less dynamic than the isolated module pair; the 1 FI.
2 FI pair stiffens and becomes much more anisotropic. This structure determination, together with sequence analysis of a range of known fibronectin-binding proteins from different pathogens, also allowed powerful predictions to be made about how these peptides bind, not just to 1 FI. 2 FI, but to several other fibronectin module pairs, such as 4 FI. 5 FI ( [34] ; see Figure 3 ).
In other regions of fibronectin, non-contiguous modules have been shown to interact. The collagen-binding region of fibronectin involves modules 6 [35] . Interestingly, the non-contiguous 6 FI and 2 FII modules come together to interact strongly in the triple. The ability of the triple to bind collagen also increases markedly, compared with single and double modules [35] . The hairpin topology of 6 FI. 1 FII. 2 FII may facilitate intramolecular contact between the flanking 1−5 FI and 1 FIII fragments in the compact conformation of fibronectin. Its conformation may also account for the previously noted disruptions in the otherwise uniform strand-like images seen in electron micrographs of fibronectin at high ionic strength. The exact role of this intermodule arrangement in binding collagen is, however, still unclear.
Another region of fibronectin illustrates the importance of intermodule positioning of functional patches on neighbouring modules. The 9 FIII. 10 FIII pair is mainly responsible for binding to cell surfaces via integrins. Particularly important is 10 FIII, which has a loop between β-strands containing the residues arginine, glycine and aspartate (RGD). We determined, some time ago, the structure of 10 FIII and showed that the RGD loop was flexible in solution [36] . For some integrins, such as α 5 β 1 , an additional 'synergy' site on 9 FIII is needed before full binding and biological activity of fibronectin is realized. There is a crystal structure of the 7 FIII-10 FIII region that has clear electron density for the RGD loop, indicating that it is rigid in the crystal [37] . The relative orientation of 9 FIII with respect to 10 FIII is well defined in the crystal, although the two have a distinctly different relative orientation compared with other FIII pairs, and the buried surface area between modules is relatively small. NMR studies of the 9 FIII. 10 FIII pairs from human [38] and mouse [39] fibronectin have shown that the RGD loop remains relatively flexible in solution and that the modules have a significant degree of intermodule flexibility. Engineered flexibility between modules also changes the cell-spreading activity [38, 40] . Recent studies in our laboratory have also shown a clear relationship between 9 FIII. 10 FIII intermodule orientation and the ability to bind integrins (J. Werner, H.J. Altroff, M. Mardon and R. Schlinkert, unpublished work). These structural studies clearly show the complementary nature of NMR and X-ray crystal studies.
Elasticity, exposure of 'cryptic' sites and mechanical tension are known to be important in fibronectin function [20, 31] . Fibronectin deposition in the ECM is a dynamic multi-step process that is tightly controlled to ensure correct matrix formation. In certain disease states, loss of regulation gives rise to either excess or inappropriate deposition. Initial binding of integrin α 5 β 1 to the RGD sequence immobilizes soluble fibronectin and promotes the formation of fibrils, in a process that depends on the N-terminal modules 1−5 FI. Assembly then progresses to a phase that involves the addition of fibronectin into the nascent fibrils, allowing fibril elongation. The N-terminal domain, known to be the major site of fibronectin-fibronectin interactions, appears to interact with 1 [41] . Stretching of FIII modules may expose buried binding sites which could, for example, serve as nucleation sites for the assembly of fibronectin into its fibrillar form [31, 42] . These buried binding sites, termed cryptic sites, are presumably usually buried in the FIII core or at intermodule interfaces. It is known that cell-derived mechanical force, or partially denatured FIII modules, are important for fibronectin polymerization in vitro.
FIII modules can interact with a variety of ligands. The interaction of fibronectin with cell-surface heparan sulphate proteoglycans is involved in reorganization of the cytoskeleton and focal adhesion assembly. Distinct heparin-binding sites have been identified, including one in the N-terminal domain, but the major site is near the C-terminus. These heparin-binding regions promote integrin-independent cell adhesion and attachment and are important for fibronectin fibrillogenesis and ECM formation. Interaction with the heparan sulphate proteoglycan syndecan-4 [43] is implicated in focal adhesion formation (Figure 2) . The crystal structure of the 12 FIII. 13 FIII. 14 FIII region identified a positively charged cluster, formed by six basic residues of 13 FIII that project into the solvent from the face of a β-sheet [44] , and a possible heparin-binding site on 14 FIII. So far, it has not been possible to form heparin-fibronectin co-crystals. Monitoring NMR shifts in 15 N-labelled 13 FIII, 14 FIII and 13 FIII. 14 FIII proteins allowed the main heparin-binding site on fibronectin to be mapped; it was concluded that the dominant binding site is on module 13 FIII [45] . For structural studies of a large flexible molecule like fibronectin, a 'dissect and rebuild' strategy is probably essential. Although crystallography has been successful in chimaeric construct [57] ). (b) Normalized intensity changes of NMR signals observed for residues in the β-tail on binding to F2.F3. (In this case, the tail peptide was attached to a coiled-coil construct, corresponding to the 1-40 region of the x-axis on the Figure, followed by GGG and the β-tail sequence, starting at Lys-716 [49, 58] ). The most perturbed NMR resonances correspond to the regions around Trp-739 and Tyr-747, i.e. the same binding region as shown in (a). There is, however, an additional membrane proximal-region, around residue 720, that is perturbed in the solution state studies that use the entire β-tail, rather than a fragment. These NMR perturbations on this membrane-proximal region are no longer observed when a peptide corresponding to the α-tail is attached to the coiled coil [58] .
defining the structure of stretches of FIII domains, NMR has also made significant contributions. NMR studies of several pairs ( 1 FI. 2 Although we have used fibronectin here to illustrate how modular ECM proteins interact and assemble, it is important to point out that there is now a large amount of information available about many other ECM proteins [29, 46] . This includes details not just about their structure, but also about interactions with a wide variety of ligands, including other proteins, polysaccharides and proteoglycans.
The cytoplasmic face
After binding to ECM proteins, integrins cluster together to form focal adhesions, complexes that recruit signalling and cytoskeletal proteins to the inner face of the cell membrane. These specialized attachment sites provide not only a structural link between the internal actin cytoskeleton and the ECM (Figure 2 ), but also transduce signals that lead to cellular responses such as cell migration and proliferation [47] . Integrins have short cytoplasmic tails that consist, in most cases, of 13-70 amino acids. Many of the proteins located in focal adhesions associate with integrin tails [20, 47] , but the exact nature and dynamic properties of the assembly process are still unclear. The membrane-proximal regions of integrin α and β subunits are involved in maintaining integrins in a default low-affinity state [26] . Integrin activation also requires membrane-distal integrin β tail residues, in particular a highly conserved NPXY motif that is known to bind some intracellular proteins [48] .
A number of NMR studies have been undertaken to observe direct interactions between the tails (the expected 'integrin off' state) but results, so far, are inconsistent. Two studies failed to detect any specific interactions between the αIIb and β3 tails [49, 50] , and two studies reported quite different interactions between the tails [51, 52] . These inconsistencies may have arisen partly because any direct interaction is weak, partly because the tail peptides remain very dynamic and partly because other proteins are probably involved in tail binding and integrin activation. Various homo-and hetero-oligomers of integrin chains may also be formed in different states [53] .
Talin is a large intracellular protein [54] that consists of a FERM head domain and a rod-like domain (Figure 2) . It cross-links integrins with actin filaments and influences integrin affinity by binding to the β-tail. FERM domains [55] contain three modules: F1, F2 and F3. The F3 module of talin appears to be responsible for integrin activation, since F3 and the F2-F3 pair, but not F2, activate integrin αIIbβ3 [56] . In a combined X-ray and NMR study, it was shown how the F3 module, in an F2-F3 pair, interacts with the β-tail [57] (Figure 4) . A point mutation, made at a position equivalent to Tyr-747 in the β-tail, abolished binding. In a more recent study, it was shown that the F2-F3 pair induced perturbations of β3 NMR resonances in the membrane-proximal region of the β3 tail, in addition to regions shown to bind in the X-ray structure of the F3/β3 tail complex. These results suggest that the membrane-proximal region of the β3-tail is involved in talin-mediated integrin activation [58] (Figure 4) .
Other players in focal adhesions include Src family protein kinases and focal adhesion kinase (FAK). Src family kinases are well known for undergoing module rearrangements during activation [59] . Interestingly, we recently showed that the modules in the SH3-SH2 pair from Fyn, a member the Src family, have considerable intermodule flexibility and that their average orientation is changed in the solution state compared with the X-ray structure [60] .
FAK [61] is a key component of focal adhesions. The structure of the kinase domain has recently been solved [62] , and there have been several structure determinations of the focal adhesion targeting (FAT) module [63] [64] [65] , showing that it is a bundle of four α-helices. The FAT module is known to bind to several proteins, including paxillin, a 60 kDa adapter protein that consists of four LIM modules and a long N-terminal region of unknown structure that contains five leucine-rich LD motifs [66] . We have recently shown by X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy and other physical methods that peptides corresponding to two LD motifs form a complex with different faces of the four-helix bundle [67] . The LD peptides were unstructured alone, but they form helices in the complex. This structure suggests how some protein binding sites on FAT, e.g. phosphorylated Tyr-925, may be masked by LD motif binding, and how paxillin may cross-link several FAT domains in a signalling complex [67] .
Conclusions
A large number of modular proteins and their various interactions have been mentioned. I have tried to illustrate how modular proteins can readily assemble into dynamic, functional protein complexes. Studies of fibronectin allow some general features to be recognized. One type of module, e.g. FIII, can provide a wide range of binding functions, although the modules have very similar structures. In general, the modules do not change conformation themselves, but change their orientation with respect to other modules to change overall shape and activity. This regulation property can be facilitated by having functional binding sites on more than one module. Changes in module orientation can be induced by ligand binding or environmental change, e.g. a pH drop in the endosome causes large shape changes in the LDL receptor. In some cases new 'cryptic' sites may be exposed by module rearrangement or applied mechanical tension [68] . Inside the cell, numerous modular proteins are continually forming dynamic complexes, partly in response to different phosphorylation states.
There also seem to be a number of protein regions that do not always have a defined conformation, especially inside cells. It is interesting that the cytoplasmic tails of several membrane-spanning receptors seem to be designed to facilitate complex formation by interacting with a range of other proteins. Although they do not have a defined structure before forming their protein-protein complexes, these tails have many properties in common with protein modules; for example, they have recognizable sequences and they are found in a wide range of proteins e.g. receptor tails containing ITAMs, or immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs [69] .
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